COVID-19 QUICK DEPLOYMENT BUNDLE

SpaceTRAX®
Inventory
Management
Manage and protect critical inventory
such as test kits and PPE
Challenges
The recent COVID-19 outbreak is inundating hospitals and healthcare facilities with an unprecedented number of
patients that either need to be tested for the virus or treated for the disease. Consumable items used to diagnose and
care for patients, such as testing kits, masks, gowns, gloves, and ventilator circuits to name a few, are in high demand
and short supply. Now more than ever hospitals need an easy way to manage their vital supplies and protect them from
misappropriation.

Solution
STANLEY Healthcare’s SpaceTRAX® is a cloud-based solution that provides “point of use” data and visibility into on-hand
inventory and usage patterns. Items are quickly scanned in and out of inventory using the manufacturers barcode label.
We also offer an RFID-enabled inventory management enclosure—together SpaceTRAX +RFID can help reduce shrinkage by
securing valuable and limited items within a secure storage cabinet. Access to the cabinet is available only to credentialed
staff and those with a personally administered proximity card. Information on who accessed the cabinet and the supplies that
are removed are traced through the complete chain of custody. SpaceTRAX + RFID also improves speed and accuracy of
inventory management and charge capture.

How It Works
SpaceTRAX uses manufacturers’ barcodes to capture all key data: each item’s part number, description, expiration date,
as well as lot and serial numbers. With SpaceTRAX Plus RFID, you can tag high dollar/high priority items with passive UHF
tags to track their location and usage with unprecedented speed and ease. The smart cabinet also offers flexible options—
including wireless and cellular connectivity and various sizes.

COVID-19 RESPONSE
LIMITED-TIME OFFER*

STANLEY Healthcare has developed time-limited
bundles to enable hospitals to rapidly implement
inventory management in clinical areas, with the option
of adding Intelligent RFID Cabinets.

STANLEY Healthcare Quick Deployment Bundle: SpaceTRAX® Inventory Management

Deployment

CONTACT US

We have designed a simplified and remote implementation
process that enables hospitals and healthcare facilities to quickly
take advantage of either SpaceTRAX or SpaceTRAX + RFID. The
accelerated timeline enables you to be fully operational in 72 hours
(96 hours if deploying RFID cabinets).

Contact your STANLEY Healthcare Client
Executive to learn more or call
+1-888-622-6992

INTERNATIONAL

Conditions

+44 (0)1753 500608

• Full SpaceTRAX functionality is not available with this offer;
• To provide an accelerated delivery and remote onboarding cycle:
– Product expiration dates are not configured unless there is a
requirement
– Limited reporting capabilities are available
– Integration with existing systems is not offered

Why SpaceTRAX?
1.

No capital costs.

2. Rapid deployment.
3. Increased ROI: Optimize inventory levels. Eliminate losses due
to expired products. Eliminate guesstimating and oversupplying.
Increase charge capture.

*DISCLAIMER
All product and pricing offerings are subject to a mutually-agreed quote and acceptance by STANLEY Healthcare of customer’s purchase order.
STANLEY Healthcare reserves the right to set criteria for this promotion based on factors including, but not limited to, contractual terms and
product availability. The offer period begins on April 1, 2020 and expires on June 30, 2020. Customer must submit a purchase order to STANLEY
Healthcare no later than June 30, 2020. This offer may not be applied retroactively for orders placed prior to April 1, 2020. STANLEY Healthcare
reserves the right to modify or cancel this offer at any time without notice. Offer valid for customers only in the United States, Canada and other
selected geographies.

About STANLEY Healthcare
Over 15,000 hospitals and senior living communities rely on STANLEY Healthcare solutions to
empower caregivers to deliver better care. STANLEY Healthcare is a part of Stanley Black & Decker
and a proud supporter of the Alzheimer’s Association®. Learn more at stanleyhealthcare.com.
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